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Fluke 179 Digital Multimeter now available with a FREE TLK225-1 

SureGrip™ Master Accessory Set 
 

Until 31st December 2019 and while stocks last, Fluke is offering a DMM Safety Bundle 

consisting of a Fluke 179 Digital Multimeter (DMM) with a free Fluke TLK-225 SureGrip™ 

Master Accessory set of leads and connectors representing a discount of over 20% 

(manufacturer recommended prices) on the items purchased separately. Ideal for electrical and 

electro-mechanical applications, this Fluke 179/TLK225-1 offer and other Autumn Specials can 

be can be accessed via the Fluke home page at www.fluke.co.uk. 

The Fluke 179 DMM is a full-featured, precision multimeter for the troubleshooting and repair 

of electrical and electronic systems. With a 1000V CAT III / 600V CAT IV safety rating, it 

measures voltages to 1000V AC/DC and currents to 10A AC/DC plus frequency, capacitance, 

resistance, continuity and diode measurements. It also features a built-in thermometer to 

measure temperature without having to carry a separate instrument. Productivity is increased 

with manual and automatic ranging, Display Hold, Auto Hold, and Min/Max/Avg recordings. 

The Fluke TLK-225 SureGrip Master Accessory Set consists of 13 items, providing flexibility 

and comfort with all SureGrip leads and probes in a convenient six pocket, roll-up pouch. 

Rubber overmoulded surfaces and finger-hugging curves give the user a comfortable, reliable 

grip on the accessory so they can focus on making an accurate measurement.  

Also included in Fluke’s money saving Autumn Campaign are a Fluke T6-1000 Non-contact 

Voltage Tester kit; Fluke 2-pole Tester offers; Fluke 1663 / 1664 FC Multifunction Tester kits; 

Fluke 87V DMM with free current clamp and Accessories; as well as Fluke 1507 Insulation 

Resistance Testers and Fluke 561 IR and Contact Thermometers at special prices. 

For more information about all Fluke products, please visit the Fluke web site at 

www.fluke.co.uk.  

Notes: 
Fluke’s mission is to be the world leader in compact, professional electronic test tools. The 
company’s products are used by technicians and engineers in service, installation, maintenance, 
manufacturing test, and quality functions in a variety of industries throughout the world. Fluke, 
founded in 1948, currently has offices in 13 European countries and distributes its products to over 
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100 countries internationally. The company’s European revenues contribute approximately 40% of 
worldwide sales. Fluke’s headquarters are located in Everett, Washington State and the company 
employs over 2,500 people internationally. Its European sales and service headquarters are located in 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
Visit Fluke’s Web site at http://www.fluke.co.uk 

 
For further information: 
Ken West, UK Regional Marketing Manager - Industrial Tools 
Fluke UK Ltd, Tithe Barn Way, Swan Valley, Northampton, Northants NN4 9BG  
Tel: 0207 942 0700. Fax: 01603 256 606.   e-mail: industrial@uk.fluke.nl  
 


